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Skirt Hang’R
Metal Skirting Bracket
Installation Instructions

Side Method #1 - For attachment of skirting back rail directly to the Skirt Hang’R.
 Install the Skirt Hang’R to the outer rim joist thru the slots in the flat top of 
 the bracket using 1” long #8 screws supplied with most skirting hardware kits. 
 We suggest popping a chalk line to the under side of the home to help keep the
 brackets in line. Spacing of Skirt Hang’R should be 16” to minimize oil canning
 effect of vinyl back rail.

 Side Method #2 - For attachment of optional backing support to Skirt Hang’R.
 Install the Skirt Hang’R to the outer rim joist thru the slots in the flat top of the      
 bracket using 1” long #8 screws supplied with most hardware kits. We suggest
 popping a chalk line to the under side of the home to help keep brackets in line.
 Spacing of  Skirt Hang’R can be 4’ when using a minimum of 1” X 4” optional
 bracing for attachment. Attach backing support to Skirt Hang’R using holes provided.

End Method #1 - Standard Beam Attachment
 Attach Skirt Hang’R under the lip of the beam by making a starter hole with a  5/32” drill bit and using
 #8 X 3/4” self-tapping screws. Continue adding Skirt Hang’R brackets as required for proper spacing of
 direct or backing support attachment, attach backing support to Skirt Hang’R in holes provided.

End Method #2 - Alternative Attachment
 Using the flat top of the Skirt Hang’R, line up the edge of the bracket and the gap where the bottom of the
 wall and the beam come together. Insert the flat edge of the Skirt Hang’R in the gap and use a hammer to
 tap until the flush with beam. Continue adding Skirt Hang’R brackets as required for proper spacing of
 direct or backing support attachment, attach backing support to Skirt Hang’R in holes provided.

Completing Skirting Installation
1. Snug the screws to the joist but don’t tighten at this time. Make sure the longer downward leg is facing
 towards the outside of the home.
 
2. Attach back rail to Skirt Hang’R or optional supports with screws thru the oblong slots in the back rail and
 snug up to Skirt Hang’R in holes provided or straight to supports. Do not tighten completely as the vinyl rail   
 needs expansion and contraction room. 

3. When finished with side of unit make sure Skirt Hang’R brackets are aligned straight and adjust as needed,   
 and tighten to rim joist. Then move to the end of the home and continue.
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